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Introduction

Microcontrollers (MCUs) used in advanced control systems must constantly evolve to meet increasing requirements. Their development takes place with three main goals:

- To Increase CPU core performance
- To increase CPU resources (advance peripherals, Flash program memory and RAM data memory)
- To reduce power consumption

In a real-time control embedded system, there are many extensive resources needed to manage multiple tasks. One such application is in a motor control application where the CPU core performance is a key requirement to manage all the resources.

There are many families of MCUs in the market for use in systems that require high computing power. One of the most common ways to benchmark the computing power is to use the EEMBC’s Coremark® as a benchmark to measure the performance of MCUs and microprocessors (MPUs) used in embedded systems. The result is given in the form of performance per MHz of the clock frequency.

The latest version of the RX series core, RXv3, marks 5.82 Coremark®/MHz. It exceeds the ARM Cortex-M7 core (5.05 Coremark®/MHz).

An RX MCU core performance comparison is presented in Figure 1.

An overview of basic RX core’s properties are presented in Figure 2.
Figure 1. Comparison of RX and ARM Coremark©/MHz core’s performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RX core</th>
<th>RXv1</th>
<th>RXv2</th>
<th>RXv3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>32bit CISC, Harvard architecture</td>
<td>Downward compatible with RXv1</td>
<td>Downward compatible with RXv1/RXv2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General purpose registers</td>
<td>32bit x 16ch</td>
<td>109 instructions (90 RXv1 instructions + 19 instructions)</td>
<td>113 instructions (109 RXv2 instructions + 4 instructions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction set</td>
<td>90 instructions</td>
<td>Improved 5-stage pipeline</td>
<td>Improved 5-stage pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>Improved IPC through enhanced pipeline (enhanced performance through parallel execution of memory access and operations)</td>
<td>Improved IPC through enhanced pipeline (enhanced performance through improved combination of simultaneously executable instructions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP function instructions</td>
<td>Single-cycle MAC instructions (16-bit), Accumulator x 1</td>
<td>Single-cycle MAC instructions (32bits x 32bits + 72bits), Accumulator x 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPU</td>
<td>Supports IEEE754 compliant data types and exceptions, Pipeline processing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Key Benefits of RXv3 Core

The RXv3 core realizes:

- High performance 5.82 Coremark®/MHz
- Small memory footprint with compact instruction set
- Double-precision FPU capabilities
- Fast interrupt response time

The performance of the MCU is critical in high-speed embedded system control, i.e. electric motor control system, robotics, etc. This allows sophisticated software to incorporate an RTOS to be run and executed by the microcontroller.

Currently, three families of MCUs are available with the RXv3 core:

- RX66T clocked up to 160MHz optimized to control the power of electric motors
- RX72T clocked up to 200MHz optimized to control the power of electric motors in very demanding applications, i.e. robot drives
- RX72M clocked up to 240MHz optimized to control the system and industrial network communications

### Instruction Set Architecture

CPU architecture has a decisive impact on core performance and code size. There are many successful implementations of cores in both CISC and RISC architectures; however, the most effective are those which combine advantages of both solutions. The advantage of CISC is the compact code and smaller Flash memory (ROM) needed. The RISC code is performed faster and allows pipelining.

The RX instruction set has a compact architecture with carefully selected instructions to reduce it to the number similar to a RISC-based architecture. It uses a variable length instruction set between 1 ~ 8 byte(s). As a result, it helps to achieve higher performance, code density and lower power consumption. Most of the common instructions used optimized addressing mode with short Op Code.
Figure 3 illustrates a code size analysis of the RX and a RISC-based MCU with three different types of applications. The implementation delivers up to 46% reduction in static code size and up to 30% reduction in dynamic code size relative to RISC architectures. Small static code size makes a significant contribution in decreasing ROM size, and by extension, costs. Small dynamic code size delivers low power consumption.

Figure 3. Code size analysis of the RX and a RISC-based MCU

In the process of developing the RX core, new instructions were added and some of them were improved. Figure 4 shows a list of instructions for RX. The RXv2 instruction enhancement mainly consisted of adding DSP and single-precision floating point instructions. In the RXv3 instruction enhancement, two instructions used to maintain the context in the interrupt handling procedures (RSTR, SAVE), and double-precision floating point instructions have been added.

Figure 4. RX instruction set

Core Architecture

The pipelines of RXv1, RXv2 and RXv3 consist of 5 stages (Figure 5). These pipelines use a Harvard architecture, it allows instruction memory access and data memory access in the same clock cycle. Also,
these pipelines use out-of-order completion technique for memory data load instructions to get higher pipeline usage and better performance.

![Figure 5. 5 stage pipeline](image)

In the RXv2 core, key differences from the RXv1 are dual issue pipeline structure and pipelined FPU (single precision). Dual issue core can increase a throughput of Instruction Per Cycle (IPC). The new FPU unit adopts pipeline processing to boost throughput and shortens the latency of FPU executions.

The RXv3 core inherits the RXv2 features and has new features, performance improvements, double-precision FPU, and a register save bank function.

Performance improvements are realized by increasing a combination of dual issuable instructions. The effect of this improvement mainly appears around conditional branch instructions, which are typically used in "if-else" statements and "loop" statements in programs. Up to about 20% performance improvement in terms of cycles are achieved with various programs. In some cases, more improvement is achieved due to compiler optimizations for the RXv3 pipeline.

Double-precision FPU accelerates double precision floating point operation processing time by 10 times or more. Double-precision FPU makes it easy to port high precision control models on Model-Based Development (MBD) to MCU.

The RXv3 core is designed not only for performance, but also for power efficiency. The first new RXv3 MCUs achieve 44.8 Coremark®/mA with energy-saving cache design that reduces both access time and power consumption during on-chip flash memory reads, such as instruction fetch.
Improving Interrupt Response Time

Embedded systems that work in real time require a quick response to events. Such events may be signals from the control system of electric motors.

In the RXv3 core, an optional dedicated memory called: register save bank has been implemented for save register banks intended to store register contents overwritten by interrupt handlers. Interrupt response times are shortened by using the register save bank as shown in Figure 6. Using this function, not only interrupt response time, but also total interrupt handling time, are reduced. The interrupt service routine can use the SAVE instruction to save general-purpose registers and accumulators in one clock cycle. The RSTR instruction restores saved registers. Many bank registers allow the context for nested interrupts.

Figure 6. Interrupt response time improvement

Register save bank can be used for not only interrupt handlers, but also RTOS context switching. RTOS context switch time is up to 20% faster with the register bank save function.

Flash Memory

The code and operands of each instruction are fetched from the Flash memory. The accessing speed for flash memory is very crucial, not just the MCU core speed. For a memory access with a fast core, each memory read cycle must be extended by adding additional wait state cycles. Renesas implements RX Flash memory in 40nm MONOS technology. This allows very fast memory access up to 120Mhz without a need to insert an additional wait state.

Conclusion

Modern, advanced control systems require MCUs with increasing efficiency and capabilities. The Renesas RXv3 core achieved industry best-in-class performance with very low power consumption. Based on the EEMBC Coremark® benchmark performance, it has a score of 5.82 Coremark®/MHz, making it one of the fastest MCU core in the world today. This is made possible by the optimization of the instructions set, DSP and FPU units, the use of pipeline, and the fast memory access from a MONOS flash technology. This optimization allows for fast and efficient computation in today’s real time control
applications. The RX66T, RX72T and RX72M are three MCUs using the latest RXv3 core and are already available in the market. There will be more devices coming to the market in the near future.

Learn More

For more information about RXv3 core ›
For more information about RX66T ›
For more information about RX72T ›
For more information about RX72M ›
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